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Abstract-This paper focuses on devising a general and efficient way of generating random num- 
bers for the multiple recursive generator with both unrestricted multiplier and non-Mersenne prime 
modulus. We propose a new algorithm that embeds the technique of approximate factoring into 
the simulated division method. The proposed new algorithm improves the decomposition method in 
terms of both the suitability for various word-sizes of the computers and the efficiency characteris- 
tics, such as the number of arithmetic operations required and the computational time. Empirical 
simulations are conducted to compare and evaluate the computational time of this algorithm with 
the decomposition method for various computers, @ 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Approximate factoring, Decomposition, Multiple recursive generator, Random num- 
ber, Simulated division. 
INTRODUCTION 
One promising type of random number (RN) generator is the multiple recursive generator (MRG) 
of the following form [l-4]: 
& = alR,-1 + a2Rn--2 +... +akR,-k (modm), (1) 
where k is the order, m is the modulus usually chosen to be the largest prime number that 
fits in a computer word, multipliers ak and at least one aj#k are not zero, and starting values 
Ro,Rl,. . . , Rk-r are nonnegative integers smaller than rn, but are not all zero. There are four 
prerequisites for an ideal RN generator: long period, good lattice structure, sound statistical 
property, and general and efficient implementation [5-81. In this paper, we put the emphasis on 
improving the performance of general and efficient implementation. The fundamental requirement 
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of implementing a MRG is to compute one term of (1) correctly. In other words, the intermediate 
values of a&-i(modm) are between -m and m. This one-term MRG is the well-known prime 
modulus multiplicative linear congruential generator (PMMLCG) [9,10]. For brevity, we omit 
the subscript and define 
X G aR(modm). (2) 
Aside from the correct implementation, the most important issues of computational imple- 
mentation are generality and efhciency. The problem of general and efficient implementing 
equation (2) has been extensively studied and developed by many scholars. Important meth- 
ods include simulated division method [11,12], recursive reduction method [13,14], approximate 
factoring method [15-171, decomposition method [15,18], and others [19,20]. Most of them have 
restrictions on the multiplier. In this paper, we focus on the methods which place no restriction 
on the multiplier. In the case of prime modulus m = 2b-1 - 1 on a b-bit computer, Tang [12] 
indicated that the simulated division method is a good way of computing equation (2). A prime 
modulus of the form 2b-1 - 1 is called Mersenne prime modulus. In the case of non-Mersenne 
prime modulus, the decomposition method developed by L’Ecuyer and C&e [15] is recommended 
by many scholars. However, the word size of the decomposition method is assumed to be even. 
In addition, the decomposition method is not fast enough for most simulation applications. If we 
can relax this restriction and can efficiently generating RNs, then its applicability will be even 
wider. 
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm for the MRG with both unrestricted multiplier 
and non-Mersenne prime modulus. We shall show the generality and efficiency of this proposed 
algorithm when compared with the decomposition method. The term “generality” can be defined 
as the suitability for various word-sizes of the computers. We adopt the word size to measure 
the generality. By “efficiency”, we mean the use of computational resources. Both the number of 
arithmetic operations and the computational time are adopted as judging criteria for measuring 
the efficiency. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a new algorithm with the technique of 
approximate factoring embedding into simulated division method. Section 3 shows the generality 
of the new algorithm with respect to the suitability for various word-sizes of the computers. 
Sections 4 and 5 consider the problem of efficiency of the new algorithm. Section 4 provides an 
analysis of its arithmetic operations required. Experimental results are presented in Section 5 to 
evaluate and compare the performance of this algorithm with the decomposition method. Finally, 
some conclusions are made. 
THE NEW ALGORITHM 
Before discussing the new algorithm, we first provide a concise review of the simulated division 
method. Let E = 2b-1. In computing equation (2), it is easier to compute 
2 E aR(mod E), 
since the modulo operation can be performed by simply discarding high-order bits. Payne, 
Rabung and Bogyo [ll] h s owed that the sufficient condition of the simulated division method is 
where g = E--m > 0 and k = [aR/EJ . Note that [aR/EJ ma cause an integer overflow. We use y 
the floating point arithmetic to solve this issue. More precisely, let El = 2f’z(a)l and Ez = E/El, 
where lg(a) is binary logarithm function. Also, let a’ = h(a)/h(El) and R’ = h(R)/h(Ez), where 
h(z) denotes the conversion of an integer z into floating point number. It follows that k = Lu’R’] . 
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Taking now into consideration (3) ,(4) and the integer overflow, the steps of the simulated 
division method are as follows. 
STEP 1. 2 = aR(mod E) and k = Lu’R’J . 
STEP 2. Xc -m+Z+kg. (5) 
STEP 3. If X < 0, then X c X + m. 
The simulated division method is the most general and efficient way to compute (2) for the 
unrestricted multiplier and Mersenne prime modulus [12]. H owever, the well-known Mersenne 
numbers 2b-1 - 1 are primes only for b = 3, 4, 6, 8, 14, 18, 20, 32, 62, 90, 108, 128, 522, 
608, 1280, 2204, 2282, 3218, 4254, 4424, 9690, 9942, 11214, 19938, 21702, 23210, 44498, 86244, 
110504, 132050, 216092, 756840, 859434, 1257788, 1398270, and 2976222 [7,21]. Therefore, it is 
of interested to propose a modification to the simulated division method for the PMMLCG with 
both unrestricted multiplier and non-Mersenne prime modulus. 
From the algorithm of simulated division (5), we can recognize that the term kg may cause an 
integer overflow. On the other hand, the method of approximate factoring is the most efficient 
one for the PMMLCG having restrictions on the multiplier. Therefore, we modify the simulated 
division method by considering the technique of approximate factoring to account for the kg term 
in (5) for the PMMLCG. Especially, in the case of 
g2 < m, (6) 
the product term kg can be calculated by the approximate factoring method. Specifically, by 
defining q = [m/g] and T = m(modg), it follows that 
Y +-g(kmodq) -r 
and 
so that gk(modm) = Y. 
ifY CO, then Y +- Y + m, 
Taking into consideration the above pieces of information, a high-level description of the new 
algorithm that embeds the technique of approximate factoring into the simulated division method 
is given below. 
ALGORITHM 1. 
STEP 1. X +- g(/cmodq) - rjk/q]. 
STEP 2. If X > 0, then X t X - m. 
STEP 3. 2 E aR(modE). 
STEP 4. X+--2+X. 
STEP 5. If X < 0, then X < X + m. Output X and. terminate the algorithm. 
Nevertheless, it remains an unsolved issue whether there is a prime modulus m such that 
condition (6) is satisfied. Its sufficient condition is stated formally below. 
THEOREM 1. If the prime modulus m is in the range of 2b-1 - 2(b-1)/2 + l/2 and 2b-1 on a b-bit 
computer, then condition (6) is satisfied. 
PROOF. To prove the theorem we assume that the prime modulus m is in the range of 2b-1 - 
2(b-1)/2 + l/2 and 2b-1, and that (6) is false and arrive at a contradiction. If (6) is violated, we 
have 
g2 = (E - m)2 = (2’-’ - m)’ 2 m. 
By expanding the left-hand side and rearranging the terms, it follows that 
m2 - (2b + 1) m + 22(b-1) 2 0, 
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so that 
m>2b+l+‘.‘5-- or m<2b+l-,/m - 2 - 2 
Therefore, 
m2 
2b+1+&FX = 
2 
26: 1 + > E 
m< 26+1--m 
- 2 
= Zb-l + ; - < 2b-1 + f _ m, 
which is equivalent to the prime modulus m larger than E or less than 2b-1 - 2(b-1)/2 + l/2. 
This contradicts the assumption that m is in the range of 2b-1 - 2(b-1)/2 + l/2 and 2b-1. 1 
In Theorem 1, we can recognize that the prime modulus m in the range of 2b-1 - 2(b-1)/2 + l/2 
and 2’-l on a b-bit computer is a prerequisite condition to the computational implementation of 
Algorithm 1. If so, Algorithm 1 can be applicable to all word sizes of the computers. 
THE GENERALITY OF THE NEW ALGORITHM 
In the following sections, we will deal almost exclusively with analyzing and comparing the 
generality and efficiency of Algorithm 1 with the decomposition method. 
In this section, we study the generality of Algorithm 1 in some detail. Actually, we consider the 
existence of the prime numbers in the range of 2’-l- 2(b-1)/2 + l/2 and 2’-r on a b-bit computer 
from Theorem 1. It is helpful to use the important number theoretic function T(Z), where T(Z) 
denotes the number of primes small than or equal to z [21,22]. To calculate arithmetically the 
exact X(X) is an extremely complicated and time-consuming task. This implies that the approxi- 
mation to n(x) by some functions is the best strategy. Two kinds of functions are distinguished: 
elementary functions and special functions [21-231. 
In concern with the elementary functions, currently available methods include Legendre’s and 
Guissu’s methods. Legendre [21,22] conjectured that r(x) could be well approximated by the 
elementary function 
Le (x) = 
2 
In(x) - 1.08366 (7) 
in the interval [0, 4 * 106]. Guissu [23] applied regression analysis to find an even better approx- 
imation of T(Z) in [0, 4 * 106] using an elementary and easy-to-calculate function 
G (xl = & { 1+ [$gk (lnlnx)k]e1’4} , (8) 
where ge = 229168.50747390, gr = -429449.7206839, gs = 199330.41355048, gs = 28226.22049280, 
g4 = 0, g5 = 0, 96 = -34712.81875914, g7 = 0, g8 = 33820.10886195, gg = -25379.82656589, 
gre = 8386.14942934, grr = -1360.44512548, and gr2 = 89.14545378. 
In the case of special functions, there are two well-known methods to approximate rr(x). One is 
developed by Gauss and the other is developed by Riemann [21,22]. Gauss conjectured that r(z) 
might be approximated by the logarithmic integral 
5 li (z) = 
s 
” m (W))” - = 7 + ln On (x)) + C 7) 
2 149 n=l . 
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where y is Euler’s constant. Riemann proposed the famous prime number formula 
where c(s) is Riemann zeta-function and C( s may be computed by the Euler-Maclaurin sum ) 
formula 
N-l 
C(s) = C n-’ + z + $8 + ;,-s-1 
n=l 
- s (3 + 1) (s + 2) ~-8-s + ’ (’ + ‘) ’ ’ ’ (’ + 2, N-S-5 _ . . . 
720 30240 
To sum up, there are two kinds of approximation to T(X). One is based on elementary functions 
and the other is based on special functions. The well-known approximation functions are Le(z) 
and G(z) using (7) and (8) f or elementary functions, and are ii(z) and R(z) using (9) and (10) for 
special functions, respectively. Therefore, to find a prime modulus m between ZbP1 -2(b-1)/2+1/2 
and 2b-1 on a b-bit computer is to test whether 
F = F (2”-1) _ F 2b-1 _ $b-1)/z + f 
> 
is larger than or equal to one, with F substituted by four approximation functions Le, G, li, 
and R, respectively. Table 1 lists the complete Le, G, li, R, and the well-known largest prime 
modulus m [7,10] for all word sizes from 8 to 64. 
Table 1. The number of primes between Zb-’ - 2(b-1)/2 + l/2 and Zb-’ 
b 
- 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
- 
Le G li R 
2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 
3 3 4 3 
4 5 5 4 
6 6 6 6 
8 8 8 8 
10 10 10 10 
13 13 13 13 
17 17 17 17 
23 23 23 23 
31 31 31 31 
41 41 41 41 
55 55 55 55 
74 74 74 74 
99 99 99 99 
134 134 134 134 
182 182 182 182 
246 246 246 246 
335 334 334 334 
455 455 455 455 
620 619 619 619 
845 844 844 844 
1154 1153 1153 1153 
1578 1576 1576 1576 
2160 2157 2157 2157 
2959 2955 2955 2955 
Largest m 
27 - 1 
2s - 5 
29 -3 
210 - 3 
211-g 
2’2 - 3 
2’3 - 1 
214 - 3 
215 - 19 
216 - 15 
217 - 1 
21s - 5 
219 - 1 
220 - 3 
221 - 9 
222 - 3 
223 - 15 
224 - 3 
225 - 39 
226 - 5 
227 - 39 
22s - 57 
229 - 3 
230 - 35 
231 - 1 
232 - 5 
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Table 1. (cont.) 
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- 
b 
- 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
.41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
- 
Le G li R Largest m 
4058 4052 4052 4052 233 - 9 
5570 5562 5562 5562 234 - 41 
7653 7641 7641 7641 235 - 31 
10522 10505 10505 10505 236 - 5 
14479 14455 14455 14455 237 - 25 
19937 19905 19905 19905 233 - 45 
27472 27428 27428 27428 239 - 7 
37880 37819 37819 37819 24a - 87 
52264 52180 52180 52180 241 - 21 
72153 72037 72037 72037 242 - 11 
99666 99506 99506 99506 243 - 57 
137744 137525 137525 137525 244 - 17 
190469 190168 190168 190168 245 - 55 
263505 263091 263091 263091 246 - 21 
364721 364151 364151 364151 247 - 115 
505042 504258 504258 504258 243 - 59 
699653 698576 698575 698575 24g - 81 
969658 968176 968176 968176 250 - 27 
1344399 1342361 1342361 1342361 251 - 129 
1864682 1861877 1861877 1861877 252 - 47 
2587271 2583411 2583410 2583410 253 - 111 
3591150 3585837 3585838 3585838 254 - 33 
4986251 4978935 4978943 4978943 255 - 55 
6925614 6915542 6915545 6915546 256 - 5 
9622345 9608478 9608484 9608485 257 - 13 
13373258 13354167 13354160 13354162 258 - 27 
18591850 18565548 18565546 18565548 259 - 55 
25854308 25818084 25818048 25818052 269 - 93 
35963648 35913720 35913640 35913632 261 - 1 
50039328 49970560 49970272 49970240 262 - 57 
69642176 69547104 69546080 69546016 263 - 25 
As shown in Table 1, the number of primes between 2b-1 - 2(b-1)/2 + l/2 and 2b-1 on a b-bit 
computer increases as bit b increases. In fact, the largest prime numbers are between 2b-1 - 9 
and 2b-1 - 1 for 8 5 b 5 15, and between 2b-’ - 129 and 2b-1 - 1 for 16 5 b 5 64, respectively. 
This implies from Theorem 1 and Table 1 that the Algorithm 1 is suitable for all word-sizes of 
the computers. 
We now consider the comparison between Algorithm 1 and the decomposition method. As 
stated in [15], the decomposition method is only suitable for the even word-sizes. Thus, Algo- 
rithm 1 outperforms the decomposition method regarding the suitability for various word-sizes 
of the computers. Therefore, Algorithm 1 is the most general one for the PMMLCG with both 
unrestricted multiplier and non-Mersenne prime modulus. 
THE NUMBER OF ARITHMETIC 
OPERATIONS FOR THE NEW ALGORITHM 
In this and the next sections, we discuss the efficiency of Algorithm 1 with respect to the number 
of arithmetic operations required and the computational time. This section deals primarily with 
the number of arithmetic operations required. 
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Since the modulo operation needs one subtraction, one multiplication, and one division, it 
follows that the number of arithmetic operations in order to calculate the Step 1 in Algorithm 1 is 
two subtractions, three multiplications, and one division. Step 2 requires at most one subtraction. 
The number of arithmetic operations to evaluate Step 3 is one multiplication and one shift right 
operation. Both Steps 4 and 5 add at most two additions. Therefore, Algorithm 1 requires at 
most two additions, three subtractions, four multiplications, one division, and one shift right 
operation. 
We now proceed to analyze the arithmetic operations of the decomposition method. For the 
sake of completeness, we recall the decomposition method as follows. 
Assume that the computer word size b is even. By rewriting the multiplier a as 
a = a0 + ~312~ + a222d, 
where d = (b - 2)/2, 0 5 ac, al < 2d, and uz = 0 or 1, we arrive at 
aR(mod m) = { [ (az2dR(mod m) + aiR(mod m)) (mod m)] 2d(mod m) + acR(mod m)} (mod m). 
By the approximate factoring method, we obtain 
Y +- u2 [2” (Rmod q’) - T’ [R/q’J] 
and 
if Y < 0, then Y +- Y + m, 
where q’ = [n1/2~] and r’ = m(mod2d), so that a22dR(modm) = Y. It follows that the number 
of arithmetic operations needed to compute az2dR(mod m) is at most one addition, two subtrac- 
tions, two multiplications, one division, and one shift left operation. Similarly, by repeated appli- 
cation of the approximate factoring method, the total number of arithmetic operations required 
by the decomposition method is at most six additions, ten subtractions, ten multiplications, four 
divisions, and two shift left operations. 
In conclusion, the number of arithmetic operations required by Algorithm 1 is at most two 
additions, three subtractions, four multiplications, one division, and one shift right operation, 
which are, respectively, fewer numbers of arithmetic operations than those of the decomposi- 
tion method. Therefore, the proposed new algorithm is superior in the number of arithmetic 
operations to the decomposition method. 
EMPIRICAL COMPARISONS 
To examine and compare the computational efficiency of Algorithm 1 with the decomposition 
method, some empirical speed comparisons are performed for the common word sizes 8, 16, and 32 
bits. The whole computation was, respectively, conducted on a DEC 3000 Model 300 computer 
(Alpha station) using digital UNIX C compiler under DEC OSF/l operating system, a SUN 
ULTRA 10 computer using C ~2.7 compiler under Solaris 2.5 operating system, and a 266MHz 
Pentium II PC using Microsoft Visual C++ 4.0 compiler under Microsoft Windows 98 operating 
system. 
For each largest prime modulus on a b-bit computer, 20 values of multiplier are randomly 
chosen. Every PMMLCG generator was repeated 20 times in consecutive subsequences with 
100,000,000 RNs, using different seeds to generate the random values. For each PMMLCG 
generator, the average CPU time of generating one hundred million BNs was computed. Table 2 
lists the average computational times of the 20 generators on these three computers. The bottom 
row of Table 2 shows the global average computational times of the decomposition method and 
Algorithm 1 in CPU seconds. Obviously, the average CPU times in Algorithm 1 are always 
shorter than those of the decomposition method. Algorithm 1 reduces the requirement of the 
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Table 2. Average computational times of the 20 PMMLCG generators in CPU sec- 
onds on different computers. 
Bit PC SUN Largest m DEC Decomposition New Decomposition New Decomposition New 
8 27 - 1 111.948486 33.144375 5.927344 1.744531 0.590171 0.113023 
16 215 - 19 127.632385 47.898476 6.751172 2.762109 0.728193 0.138133 
32 231 - 1 133.234126 33.405701 7.648438 1.618750 1.502162 0.105274 
Global Average 124.2717 38.1495 6.7757 2.0418 ‘0.9402 0.1188 
computational time by 69.3015%, 69.8657%, and 87.3630% on PC, SUN, and DEC, respectively. 
In other words, the percentage’saved of the computational time for Algorithm 1 is in the range of 
69.3015% and 87.3630% depending on the machines being used. Therefore, Algorithm 1 has been 
compared with the decomposition method, and its computational efficiency has been numerically 
confirmed by the experiments we presented. 
Based on the results of the computational experiments and the previous section, Algorithm 1 
possesses fewer number of arithmetic operations required and gets faster speed than the decom- 
position method. Consequently, Algorithm 1 is the most efficient one for the PMMLCG with 
both unrestricted multiplier and non-Mersenne prime modulus. An application of this algorithm 
to generating RNs for the MRG with both unrestricted multiplier and non-Mersenne prime mod- 
ulus is straightforward. Therefore, Algorithm 1 is the most efficient way of generating RNs for 
such generator. 
CONCLUSION 
This paper considers the problem of generally and efficiently generating RNs for the MRG with 
both unrestricted multiplier and non-Mersenne prime modulus. A new algorithm based on em- 
bedding the technique of approximate factoring into the simulated division method is presented. 
An implementation of the proposed new algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 is 
theoretically suitable for all word-sizes of the computers, and thus, is the most general one so 
far. Furthermore, this algorithm obviously exhibits to be more efficient than the decomposition 
method with a reduction of both the number of arithmetic operations and the computational time. 
Therefore, the proposed new algorithm is the most general and efficient way of generating RNs 
for the MRG with both unrestricted multiplier and non-Mersenne prime modulus. 
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